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2020 was a difficult year like no other for
the people of Lebanon.
 
On top of the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic,
the Lebanese people had to deal with the
catastrophic explosion that rocked the
capital city of Beirut on August 4 that killed
over 200 people, wounded over 6,500 and
displaced 300,000 from their homes. 

The disaster compounded the suffering of
the Lebanese due to the major economic
downturn before the explosion, leaving
over 50% of the population under the
poverty line.

Within 24 hours of the explosions, XPATRIA
launched its Emergency Relief fund along
with its local on the ground Donation In-
Kind initiative in August as well as the
XPATRIA Christmas Appeal to bring Joy for
a devastated population.

We were so overwhelmed with the
generosity that both the Swiss and
international community has shown, and
we were able to expedite assistance to the
people that needed it the most through the
help of our partners both in Switzerland
and on the ground in Lebanon. 
 

XPATRIA
EMERGENCY RELIEF
FUND

XPATRIA AID
CONTAINER 

XPATRIA
CHRISTMAS APPEAL

PROJECTS FUNDED

 

Summary
FUNDS RAISED:  
CHF119.800+
BENEFICIARIES AND
FAMILIES HELPED : 
4,573+
NGOS SUPPORTED: 
19+

P A R T N E R S  
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XPATRIA wants to make giving easier and
encourage donors to give regularly. In the
world we live in today, diaspora giving
can be the difference needed to make a
change in a home-country overcome by
misfortune and disaster.  

We are committed to advancing a
culture of Lebanese diaspora
philanthropy by scaling up the impact of
the donations directly on the ground
level, where they are needed most.
Enabling the Lebanese diaspora
communities and their friends to have a
broader and more sustainable social
impact in line with the UN SDG’s.

XPATRIA aims to maintain very low
administrative costs, due to the whole
team working on a volunteer basis.
Your money works where you want it to.
XPATRIA is a responsible funder that
ensures that the donations it collects are
put towards quality humanitarian and
social projects run by its partner
organizations in Lebanon that are vetted
and monitored by our partner 3QA.

Our Mission
Our Values

Transparency
We are Transparent in all our
process from project vetting to
Fundraising

TRUST 
We perform Due Diligence,
Monitoring, and Tracking on all
the Projects Funded

Fairness 
We ensure no discrimination in
the choice of Projects 

4,573+

Beneficiaries
and Families
Supported in
2020

Our Mission 
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XPATRIA
Emergency Fund 

XPATRIA Aid
Container
(In-kind Donations)

XPATRIA 
Christmas Appeal

40' Container Funded by MSC Foundation

Our Projects 

CHF 105 ,000 Raised

CHF 12,880 Raised

1,189 Beneficiaries Impacted

2,000 Beneficiaries Impacted

930 Beneficiaries Impacted

4

5 NGOs Supported

4 NGOs Supported

11 NGOs Supported

The program design including identifying
and mapping NGOs and projects that fit
the donor’s vision and objectives.
The organization vetting, conducting due
diligence on each organization
shortlisting, and developing a report
based on a scoring sheet in line with
international standards and best
practices.
The monitoring of the sponsored project
to ensure beneficiary satisfaction and
financial transparency.

Xpatria has partnered with 3QA, a regional
social enterprise, in order to ensure all
projects, programs and support provided are
conducted by a third party quality
assurance entity. This partnership ensures
full transparency and accountability while
reinforcing sustainable and informed ways of
giving. 

3QA conducted Due Diligence and
Monitoring for 7 NGOs part of the
Emergency Relief Fund. Additionally, 3QA has
provided Xpatria with strategic guidance on
all of the projects including, the Emergency
Relief Fund, the Aid Container and the
Christmas Appeal. Xpatria and 3QA’s
partnership has proven to have a great
impact on targeted communities while
ensuring transparency and accountability to
the donors and to the public.  

3QA’s Impact Program Management is
designed to ensure that all collaborations
and partnerships with TSOs are carried out
to the highest standards. The program
ameliorates the donor experience, enabling
them to make impactful decisions. 

The Impact Program Management consists
of three steps, program design, organisation
vetting, and program monitoring.
Under this program, 3QA assisted Xpatria in:



About Nusaned :  Provides the basic human right of
shelter with basic appliances so that families can live
in a place that protects their health, nurtures their
wellbeing and fosters an environment for self-
development and economic growth.

Project Details :  Provision of essential appliances to
impacted households in the neighborhoods affected
by the Beirut blast.

Sector of Intervention: Livelihoods

Budget:  USD 25,000

Socioeconomic Assistance to
Families 2020 Project

The Goods in Need Program-
Household Appliances 

XPATRIA Emergency FUND 
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61
Households

29
TVs

21
Refrigerators

22
Washing Machines

20
Ovens

2
Microwaves

About Beit El Baraka :   Beit El Baraka's mission is to
ensure dignity to hard working Lebanese citizens by
assisting them in their struggle with the increasing
cost of living.

Project Details :  Help the elderly, the ill and the
disabled in urgent need of support.

Sector of Intervention: Livelihoods, Rehabilitation &
Health / Medical

Budget:  USD 25,000

20
Families 

63
Areas Covered

32
Shelter Support

16
Medical Support

8
Education Support

5
Physical Support

CHF 105 ,000 Raised

5 NGOs Supported

1,189 Beneficiaries Impacted



About Al Ghina : Provides financial, educational &
medical aids to orphans, widows & those in need.

Project Details :  Meeting the urgent needs of
Lebanese families affected by the Beirut explosion
and the economic situation.

Sector of Intervention: Livelihoods, Rehabilitation
& Health / Medical

Budget:  USD 20,000

About Baytna Baytak : Baytna Baytak’s goal is to
better serve the community, creating a safe haven, a
place where people, no matter their background or
circumstances, co-exist together harmoniously,
sheltered under solid roofs.

Project Details :  Purchase tablets for children and
oxygen machines to support COVID patients.

Sector of Intervention: Health / Medical

Budget:  USD 10,000

Beirut Relief 2020- Family
Sponsorship Project 

Education Support- Tablet Distribution
Project
Medical Support- Oxygen Concentrator
Project 

XPATRIA Emergency FUND 
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11
SMEs

Rehabiliitated

23
Shelter
Support

21
Education
Support

8
Medical Support

158
Medication Support

38
Tablets

Donated

360
Beneficiaries

50
Children 

10
Oxygen Machines
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About Lebanon Needs : Lebanon Needs has been
providing and paying for medications of Lebanese
people with no NSSF Health coverage since December
2019 in all areas of Lebanon. 

Only 30% of Lebanese people had NSSF health
coverage, which covered 70% of chronic medications
costs. The average value of monthly chronic
medications per patient is 25$.

Project Details :  Provision of medication for Lebanese
without the necessary Medical Insurance disregarding
socio-economic, race or religion.

Sector of Intervention: Health / Medical

Budget:  USD 25,000

Subsidization of medications 

XPATRIA Emergency FUND 

787
Beneficiaries
Supported

3,520
Medication

Support



XPATRIA was quickly able to ship disaster relief to
Lebanon in the aftermath of a catastrophic explosion
that rocked the capital city of Beirut on August 4. The
country was already suffering a major economic
downturn before the explosion, with many families
struggling with poverty and hunger. The explosion
made things worse by destroying much of the capital
city as well as the main port – devastating for a nation
that relies heavily on food imports.

XPATRIA through its local Swiss community outreach
was quickly able to organize the transport of over 6
tons of medical, healthcare, educational and clothing
relief supplies by collecting product donations from
corporations, organizations, and individuals. 

In order to reach as many people as possible XPATRIA
partnered with non-profit organizations in the
recipient location. Through these relationships we
ensured that donated goods are shipped to places
with true need and distributed by people who are
familiar with the area. 

The Container along with all shipping cost handled by
MSC Cargo was kindly donated to XPATRIA by MSC
Foundation as part of our local outreach to our Swiss
partners.

 40' Container Funded by MSC Foundation
                  

11 NGOs Supported

2,000  Beneficiaries Supported 

XPATRIA 
Aid Container
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709
HYGIENE 

UNITS

1,200
BOSCH

TOOL 

ACCESSORIES 

4,103
Powdered

Milk

UNITS 

2,783
MEDICAL

SUPPLIES

13,650
PPE

SUPPLIES

717
SCHOOL

SUPPLIES

CLOTHING

BOXES

133 

XPATRIA Aid Container 
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806 Units of Powdered Milk
23 Units of Children’s Diapers
248 Units Mouth Hygiene
143 Units of School Supplies

804 Units of Powdered Milk
21 Units of Children’s Diapers
262 Units Mouth Hygiene
19 Units of Kids Hygiene 
134 Units of School Supplies 

842 Units of Powdered Milk
19 Units of Children’s Diapers
 291 Units Mouth Hygiene 
64 Units Feminine Hygiene
136 Units of School Supplies

845 Units of Powdered Milk
14 Units of Children’s Diapers
292 Units Mouth Hygiene 
69 Units Feminine Hygiene
9 Units Kids Hygiene
171 Units of School Supplies

806 Units of Powdered Milk
18 Units of Children’s Diapers
261 Units Mouth Hygiene 
11 Units Kids Hygiene
133 Units of School Supplies

360 Units of Adult Diapers
2049 Units Medical Supplies 
713 Units of Non-Prescription Medications
37 Units Prescription Medication 
471 Units for First Aid 
654 Units PPE
3000 PPE Gowns

1200 Bosch Tool Accessories have been
distributed to Arc-en-Ciel Carpentry
workshop 
 

133 Boxes of Adult and Children Clothing
Distributed to the following NGOs

XPATRIA Aid Container 
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IRAP, lnstitut de Reeducation Audio Phonetique, is a non-profit
association. Its mission is to promote education, development,
rehabilitation, and growth of deaf children in a family spirit, as well as to
stimulate their social, cultural and professional integration.

XPATRIA partnered with IRAPs and Local Neighborhood Shops to issue
XPATRIA Vouchers to the most vulnerable children and families in
Lebanon, while stimulating the economy by allowing the vouchers to be
used locally. 

Budget: USD 3,000
               

A harmonious development while taking into account the child's
potential, whatever the disability.
A development that enables the children to be in harmony with
themselves, their environment and the people that surround them.

SESOBEL helps children with disability lead a happy and hopeful life
despite the difficulties that come with disabilities by ensuring: 

A development that respects their dignity as human beings and
recognize their fundamental needs for a life full of love and acceptance

XPATRIA partnered with Sesobel and Local Neighborhood Shops to issue
XPATRIA Vouchers to the most vulnerable children and families in
Lebanon, while stimulating the economy by allowing the vouchers to be
used locally.

Budget: USD 3,000 

XPATRIA Christmas Appeal

XPATRIA CHRISTMAS
VOUCHERS 
USD 3,000 Funded 

XPATRIA CHRISTMAS
VOUCHERS 
USD 3,000 Funded 
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CHF 12,880 Raised

4 NGOs Supported

930 Beneficiaries Supported

120
Beneficiaries
Supported 

 

120
Vouchers

Distributed
 

120
Beneficiaries
Supported 

 

120
Vouchers

Distributed
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Bringing Joy to Lebanese
Families during the Holidays
CHF 12,880 raised
930 Beneficiaries Supported

Mission JOY Events for 
Children 

Blast of Giggles
Clown Me In/CAPE project
Christmas trees project

Mission Joy aims to bridge the gap in our society by
transforming the lives of our future generation. By engaging
children from all walks of life, joy is offered to children in need,
and a sense of responsibility is planted in the privileged
children, impacting them all for a lifetime.

Mission Joy was able to hold 3 events in December 2020. The
events targeted vulnerable children affected by the Beirut
Blast: 

Budget: USD 3,0000

Bringing love and warmth to vulnerable families; 
Secure the covid-19 safety requirements these holidays;
and finally,
Sustain the love and respect we have towards our
Lebanese traditions. Indeed the « Salleh » is one of the
oldest and most authentic Beiruti traditions, where the
citizens throw their salleh from their balcony to the kaak or
mankoushe seller on the street, creating a magnificent
human exchange.

HOC is reaching out to families in need across Lebanon to help
them regain their dignity and achieve sustainability in their
lives. Supporting, inspiring, and rebuilding our Lebanese
community, family by family.

The concept was born to meet three objectives in the festive
season:

The ‘Salleh’ included festive food & drinks (cookies, Christmas
decorated chocolate, buches, marzipan, kamareldine, mlabbas,
nuts, cider) all made in Lebanon, Christmas decoration and
many other Christmas ideas.
Each “Salleh” cost $25.

Budget: USD 3,000

XPATRIA Christmas Appeal
SALLET EL EID Project-
(Christmas Basket)
Family Support 
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480
Beneficiaries
Supported 

 

120
Baskets

Distributed
 

210
Children Supported 
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It was such a heartwarimg collaboration. We
felt that we are not alone. That the heart and
mind of our Expat family is with us,
supporting us. That despite the distance
and circumstances, hand in hand we can
achieve so much and bring back the lost
hope and smiles to many Lebanese. Looking
forward to more and more projects and
collaborations together. 
We Love you XPATRIA 

Oui nous traversons une période douloureuse, des jours tristes, un lendemain incertain,
mais la lueur d’espoir reste et perdure, c’est ce qui fait de nous citoyens éprouvés,
endeuillés, meurtris, un peuple formidable tissé de solidarité, trempé de compassion. 
La merveilleuse initiative de XPATRIA est un maillon de plus ajouté à cette merveilleuse
chaine de solidarité que les citoyens suisses et du monde ont prouvé savoir former.
Grâce à vous, 120 enfants auront la joie de recevoir des jouets, des friandises et même
un peu plus…
Vous avez ouvert grand la porte de vos cœurs.
La magie de NOËL sera plus que jamais au rendez-vous
Au nom de la grande famille de l’IRAP
MERCI !

What I like about XPATRIA is that you
know where your money is going and
you get updates through their
newsletter about the use of that money.
Well done to them for being so
transparent!
Caroline La Porte
Geneve

Testimonials

We want to thank the contributions of the many people who
worked tirelessly on the projects mentioned within.  Without
the support of our community and partners none of this
would have been possible.

Acknowledgements
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XPATRIA Association
Rue Ami-Lévrier 15 

CH-1201 Genève
www.xpatria.org

contact@xpatria.org

We thank you for your
ongoing support 
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